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Seal Systems Introduces Saltillo Tile Treatments for
New Year
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Seal Systems, a top tile and grout cleaner in Orange County, is introducing New
Year's treatments for Saltillo tile.

(Newswire.net -- January 17, 2014) Rancho Santa Margarita, California -- This New Year,
many homeowners are making the resolution to remodel their homes. Seal Systems has
responded to the booming trend by introducing New Year's specials on Saltillo tile
treatments. They are offering services for Saltillo tile cleaning, repair, and maintenance,
ensuring that Seal Systems can meet the restorative needs of every client. They offer

Saltillo tile cleaning in Orange County, installation, cleaning and repair of Mexican pavers, and other tile services.

 

Seal Systems offers a full line of services for tile, including:

 

•    Cleaning--a quick and economical way to remove heavy soils and restore shine
•    Repair--fixes for small cracks, chips and breaks in tile surfaces
•    Stripping--stripping old cleaning solutions, dirt and other substances from tile surfaces
•    Resealing--the key to keeping tile looking beautiful is proper sealing

 

All of these services can typically be done in one day and can completely change the look of tile.  Seal Systems also
provides maintenance of existing tile that has already been cleaned.  By using the proper maintenance techniques,
homeowners can prolong the life and beauty of Saltillo tile.

 

Seal Systems guarantees all work and prides itself on high quality workmanship and products. President Mike
Norman says, "Our guarantee is backed up by our more than twenty-five years engaged solely in the stripping,
cleaning, recoloring, and sealing of tile, grout, and natural stone."

 

Not only does Seal Systems provide top services for affordable prices, they are also available for consultations on
various types of tile, installation and cleaning or restoration procedures.
For more information on Seal Systems and their commitment to excellence, visit http://www.tilesealing.com/ or call
949-858-5211.

About Seal Systems: Seal Systems has specialized in the sealing of stone, grout, tile, and brick for over 25 years,
making this company the longest continuously operating tile specialist in California. Seal Systems hires only
permanent, well-trained employees who know correct application techniques for every product used.

 

For More Information:
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